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Child Abuse And The Exceptional Child

Pre

1. Child Abuse is defined as the phyiical or mental abuse ofl,child.
a) true

-gib) false,

2. Both of the extremes of.shyness, withdrawl, passivity on th& one
hand and disruptiveness, aggressiveness and destructiveness on
the other hand are indicators of possible abuse.
a) true
b) false

,

3. jA child who is always tired and tends to fall asleep in class is a,
possible victim of abuse.
a) true
b) false

4, Childrenno.are WECof."special" of "different" are
a) more likely to be abused by their parents
.b) less likely to be abused by their narents
c) likely to be abused as children who are not seen as "special"

or 'different"
d) given snecial individualized caring by most parents

5. The increase in child abuse appears to reflect simply an increase in
reporting as the problem has received more publicity.
a) true
1) ). false

6. Pareits Anonymous has been both the most successful and 'the most cost
4, effective form Of intervention with abusive parents.

a) true
'7) false

7. One to-one therapy, 'group therapy, and counseling can significantly
Delp abusive parents(with their abuse problem.
a) true ,

b) false
A"'

8. Abu.hye parents who are hesitant to "level" with friends or relatives
arenevertheless still open with professionals.
a) true
b) false

9. Biting a child is one form of psychotic child abuse.
a)' true

b) false

10. The key to effective communicat iith parents with an Ouse problem
is;

a) knowing the right thing to say
b) beta,' friendlyi

c) talking only' about the child's problem
d) listening

(
1%
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Child Abuse and4the Except onal Child:
"How to Stop Being Abused by ild Abuse"

II. High Risk Groups

Throughout the school system maw children ip each afire kroup and

-grade havelbeen or are presently being abused. Some of these children

are more easily identiSiable than others; certainly children who bear the

signs of physidal abuse (bruises, broken limbs,' burns etc.) are often
a

'visible and, therefore, recognized by the 'teacher, school nurse and other

school personnel. The less obvious forms of abuse are not as easily

recog9ped. How can teachers be aware of child abuse? Whatsumptotseare

clues to child abuse? What can teachers do in the event of child abuse?

Who are-the 'high risk groups prone to child abuse? Then, can the teacher

work effectively _with the child, t parents, school administrators and

the local legal authorities? Where can the teacher obtain help?

The purpoht of this workshop is to focus on 'one of the highest child

abuse risk groups, exceptional children: Teachers who work with ex-

ceptional children are subjected to Xlt/t17 frustrations and pressures. Thcoe

stem from the ?roblems presented by the handicaps) of the'excional

child, the parents, the school administration and the c7.pectations,of each

group. Through this workshop material and suggestions will be presented

which will facilitate the teachers', ability to cope with chi:dren yho

have been abused. Children who are seen as "special tidifterent" or

"exceptional' by their parents are frequently termed as 1..,gh risk child

abuse' groups. Cher children may also be considered 111 ,h risk. For example,.

.children of teenage parents, ildren in U.S. today.(one out 9f every five c

are born to'women 17 years of age and younger). A, cher hig h risk group

is Ichildren under the age of three. 'These chi AL.a are frequently home

-1,and are not Visible in the co unity. The gre-.st,rist of death due to

child abuse Odours n this Pre-schoOl age gx");-'s

6
c
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tn order to sneak of exceptional children, it is necessary-to define the

term; For the ournose of this workshop we will include all the children

eligible for special education services in,the public school system:_

ci
anentally ret ded, visually -impaired, hearing impaired, learning dis-

ability, physically handicapped and emotionally Maladjusted,

neurologically impaired, and speech or language impaired.

, #

It is also important to note that some children, who appear "normal"

0.

.

to the general public may be seen by their parents as exceptional in some

manner and, therefore, fall into the high risk group for child abuse.

O

0
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III. Parenting Fantasy

Our bias is thii: .in order to make a change in a young vehild's life,

particularly the elementary school aged child, one mast first begin with
xc

the parent. An understanding of parental feelines,is essential if the
r>

teacher and community worker are to reach the parent who is prone.to child
l

abuse. All nersons; whether parents or not, have had parentingexneriences,

either as parents or as childreh. Our wn feelings about'these experiences

are important for they greatly influence our Olin responses and reactions

to the parents of the exceptional child.

In order to clarify these roles and to stimulate discussion, will

participate in a parenting fantasy.

IV. Film

'Child Abutk - Cradle of Violence. Film will be introduced, viewed

and'disentsed. 4

V. Definition: What is Child Abuse?
WO.

Each day more literature is being written on child abuse. Statistics

reveal an ever &reasing number of reports on child abuse. rt is not

clear if this mans an increase in incidence or a greater number of reports.

Historically child abuse has occured since the beginn

t

ng of time. The

first laK prollibiting &Mad abuse in the United States ins passed in ther-

late 11404s. That child was protected by a.law
O
to prevent.a.uelty to

animals. Laws now exist throughout the country to protect children. The

definition of child abuse. by law is not as broad as the definitions that

J. be used int this workshop. The workilhOp definitions of child abuse

taken from the Parents Anonymous model. The Parents Anonymous model

describes child abuse.in six different categories:
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1. Physical abuse - burns, bruises, bites

2: Physical neglect - improper clothes, improperfmedical care

3. Emotional neglect - lack of nuturance

4. Emotional abuse - tearing down of the self image

5. Verbal abuse - derogatory language

0

6. Sexual abuse - incest, child pornography

It is necessary to recognize that most human beings are sometimes

I A
abusive. We all have negative feelings and these negative feelings and

the behaviors they may produce can".betbme.'abU5dve:Allen-theYideyelop into. an'

on going pattern. Parents differ in their attitudes regarding discipline

and it is important tp recognize these differences: A problem can be

termed 'Child Abuse' when expressions of negative feelings/begin to

affect the =parent. -child relationship and the child exhibits' symptoms of

child abuse. In the majority of abuse cases, it May be Burpriiing to

find that the parents basically care Po; and love their children'. Often,. ,

these parlpts want to change their children's behavior, but are unsure

how to do sq,. Many times they feel belpless, trapped, and out of control.

The-key for educators i8 to work through the parent's basic desire to be

a good parent. Silis"can'often b@ the starting point.

One of the more emotionally laden forms of child abuse is sexual
S

abuse. These indicators are usually' less visible.

Ow'
VIIdentifying Characteristics of used Children tend Their Pareats

What are the symptoms of an abused child?

Dr. Vincent Fontana in his book, "Somewhere.s. Child is Crying. gives

an excellent list of behaviore.Akhibited by a child who gayrb abosed.

T%achers canlook for these symptoms in school childre7.

will provide this list.

9

The lstructor
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When working with parents of abused children certain behaviors may be

clues to an abuse situation. These-behaviors are also)on your list.

.. VII. Etiology of Child Abuse

There are several, factors which are uswally present in a. child abuse

situation. DrRaymond delfer, Aeliociate Professor, Department of HUman

Develop, Oopege of Human Medicine?Achigan State University, 14eaks these

.,0factors into three components:

1. 'Potential forshild abuse
2. Special kind Of child

. 3, A Criiesor series of crises

These factors are usually present in one or both of the parents. The term
A

"potential for abuse",,relatea-to how the parents themselves were reared.

Statistics suggest 50-60% othe parents.who abuse their offspritre
abused children, or had some disturbed parenting:experiences

as children.

Often we find one or both parents have had abuse-in their background.

This does not suggest that those persorisewho were abused will automatically x.
abuse their chilly, it 10, however,serve as an indiatorof potentiali -ty

3for abuse.

Another factor in child abuse is haw-effectivevarents are in obtaining
%

helpfrom persons in the community. Parents with abuse probl;ms often tend '

to lead very isolated lives. They usuallydo not feel good about theta-

salves and ofte9 do not trust other people. This results in a tendency

to be guarded and threatened by authority figures, social workers,

'teachers, guidance counselors, and others. ,Due to their poor self image,

abusive parents tend to he 3ngratidting They desperately want approlial,
A

desire acceptance, and wish tolie liked, even though they do not'see them --
4

%selves as likable. A parent with feelings of inadequency will not freely

tell ah authority figure what is act ly happening in their life. They
_-

.$ . -

,
, Ifear rejection.

with teachers:

It is this fear which causes paients not to be straiat

,

1
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Parents with abuse problems usually choose partners from similar back-)

grounds. This.reaults in there beidg, a family problem. Becauseof

the limitations in their own childdood:Cthese parents are not able, to

recognize each others probleMi and aretherefore, unable to be mutually

Supportive.

Parents with a potential for abus3 often have unrealistic expectations

for themselves and their children. They frequently expect their children

to do something for them and to give them love. They often gnot under-

stand normal childhood develarznent and, therefore, are not prepared for

the extent of dependenc7 of an infant of young child., In virtually every

abusive_ family there is one child who is viewed as different or srecia.

This may be the result of a real-handicap or the parezits perception from

a Previous relationship, or a child who exhibits behavior which the parent

dislikes in himself may become the object of abuse.

The third component is "criiis.3 A crisis may not be the type re-

cognized by society, such as those brought on by poverty, economiot, trouble,

housing. clothing or food shortagei Less severe situations can Also be

viewed9s a "crisis" when they bring about a change in the family balance.

r4

---

For example: The husband receives a plomotion.resulting ina change in

his working hours. He is no longer home for dinner. For the mother, this

creates 6 real crisis.

VIII. How to Enable The Family

Haw do you feel about being asked to do something for which you were

not trained? A discussion will be led by instructor.
.

-k School systems are in an excellent position to recognize and identify

abused and neglected children. This can be accomplished through ob-
7' .

nervation of the child's behavior;lappearance,and in some less'cOmmon

occasions, verbally, when the child might relate anabusive episode to

a teacher or counselor. -6- /

yr
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.
.Dr. Robert . nsel suggests guiddlines for school sydtems. These4--'

guides fall into t o categories:

-1. First is the need for more understanding of the pr oblem of child
abuse and the importance of making's report.

/

. Second is to develop a clear school polick.

a. A procedure of reporting child abuse incidents to
appropriate.agendies

,

b. A procedure for school personel to work-with the agencies
in terms of treatment and prevention.

Before discussions clan t e place of hawhe school-can effectively

work in treatment and preventio -of Child abuse, the factors that may .

cause a teacher to hesitate in making referralsneed to befconsidered.

This list will be farther discussed by the instructor.

A. Fear

B. Uncertainty
4

C.

D. Working relationships with Division of Child and Youth

E.' No support

Not knO wing dr not understanding how. to make a report

F. Fear of legal envolvement

G. 'hewing child as unruly.

TX. Role Play

Services (DCYS)

'

Procedures for working with suspected child abuse which.will be/

explored ugh role play.

X. Suggested Guidelines: Stop Being Abused by Abuse

The instructor will lead a session in "Braindtorming" a school policy

should'include

1. Responsibilities and legal immunity for schoolpersonfiel.

2. Specific guarantee to employees in.Case of ha'rasiment or abuse
froM parents.

ID

S. A policy to protect and educate pupils.in a physically and
emotionally secure environment. 127



Procedure.

1. Training school xerbonnel on reporting procedures (keep'it simple)

2. A policy regarding parents and guardiahs Which will involve them
priorto a DCYSreport being made. This meahs contact with a
parent; i.e. let the parents know the& the school is actively 4
interested and is making a report

-At, A commitment to remain involved with DCYS and other agencies
1V'in the'beit interest of the child., If the fimily is in treat-

.meat. The school can provide consistently 'concerned. involve-
ment.

4. A coordinator within the system who will report toDCYS.
However, any indivi4a1 'vho suspects a case of child abuse can

.--. report to DCYS. However, any indiVidUal whosuspects a case
of child abuse; can make the report.

XI. Tlaki....with Abusive Parents.:

Effective listening is'the'key. Teachers need not become therapists./

It is through listening that teachers help improve the parent-teacher

. relationship. The,effect of listening on abusive parents at it

helps alter the parents' chronic feelings of low self eem. "Parents

begin to feel that someone cares enough to listen to them.

XII. Bon-Traditional Forms of Therapy

Traditional methods of thez rapy have failed the Abusive parent,.

Parents with abuse problems have not been significantly helped by one -to-

one therapy, group therapy, counseling, institutionalization, imprison-

ment, or medication. The most therapeutically,effective intervention for

parents with abuse problems has been thSmost.cost effective: parents

Anonymous or P.A. TUe Government Accbunting Office 14ay 1980 ,report has

affirmed the efikdtiveness of Parents Anonymous: P.A.,ww significantly

more effective than other treatment 4modalities, with a 'dost effebtive

figure. In`1979 'the per family coats in the State of.Connenicut was

06.00. per year or each Parents' Anonymous family.

a
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Tee fikifariirof Portents Anonymous may sound similar to a. movie .9errift

Jolly, K., a mother of three children, had been in and out of tradit*onal

therapies and institutions. the abuse of one'of-her children continued,
,

however, throughout these attempts at therapjr. In desperation,'Jolly K.

entered a clinic, demanding to see a therapist, telling them that if she

did not, her child night die. She was able to see a"psychiatric social
. 4

worker, Leonaid Lieber. The two worked together, but Jolly continued to

feel frustrated and frightened that her child's life was still7Mbewer.

Leonard picked on her idea, "Maybe if I got together with-other mothers who

have the same problem, N; could help each other." He pushed her to

follow through4and, so began Parents Anonymous.

How does P.A. work? Groups of parents with abuse problems meet with a

volunteer professional cosponsor, and one of the parent chairs the group.
. ti

(It is not group theratrr.and is a therapeutic experience.
!'

No one knows how anyone else really feels, but P.A. parents understandelse

what an4her abusive parent is experiencing. They'can therefore, reach
cs

\ea h her. The parents share feelings, frustrations, successes, failures

and,inf4rmation. A

Parents Anonymous groups are mutual supportesystems in which parents

assist each other: When a parent aids another parent both benefit. The

helper feels ten feet tall knowingiihat they madeithe difference in ewe-

:,

one's;life. The person beiig helped knows it,is coming from someone who

has been there, someone who has made it, and therefore, knchrs thaw "I can

make it too."

A crucial safety valve in each Parents Adonymous a.olapie the presence

of a professional with a background in-hums:11 services. While this sponsor

is a professional,'sponsors are not paid for their wor.. No fees are re-

4
quired for membership in Pa. groups.

14
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XIII. Post-test

XIV.

0

P</
Conclusion --lead by instructor

15



XV. Evaluation:_a

1. In one Or two sentences describe your thoUghts about child abuse

with exceptional children before this workshop?

.2. Describe how you now feel about dealing v ith the problem of child

abuse'in the classroom.

Iio you feel you have benefiteilrom this workshop.

If yes' - tell how

If not- tell why

4. Do you feel that you are more prepared to deal with exceptional A

children in the school,setting and the problems presented by their abuie?

r

t d '11 feel were the strengths and weaknesses of this workshop/110P

tC:Please add suggestions to improve the workshopl.or any additional

comments.

Brie give yOur personal reaction,to the workshop.'

Ih what ways were the facilitators helpful? Any suggestions?

_ad

N 0



Suggesteil Readings

Parent Anonymous pamphlets

2: .Justice, Rita and Blairel The Abusing, Family, Hunan Science Press, N.Y.,
N.Y.. c. 1976 .

3. Helfer,,Ray and Kempe; C. Henry-,(ed.) Child Abuse and Neglect, Ballinger
publishing Company, Cambridge, Mass. C1976

Wheat-, fatbe and Leiber, Leonard, Hope for the Children, Winston Press,
Inc., Minneapolis, Mn.,)C1979
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